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Statement to the Ang lican Board of Inquiry

Summary
At no ttme did I have any evidence oi paedoph1le activities by Robert Brandenberg.
Brandenberg was an employee of Anglicare. When I arrived his job was to manage the
camps1tes and manage bookings for these sites. He was not at any stage involved in
actually runmng or participating in camps.

•

After an Investigation into occupational health and safety matters at the camps, he was
relieved from this responsibility and his job became to assrst is in liaising with parish
councils, parish priests and parishes generally about the work of Anglicare. He was picked
for this task as he was very well known and well liked and had a very good church network .
I believe appropriate processes were followed by Anglicare in responding to the
unsubstantiated and vague allegations made against Brandenberg.
Allegation of Inappropriate Behaviour
I received a telephone call from the Archbishop late in March 1995 who advised me that he
REJACTED
had received a telephone call from the parish priest of
had been approached by a parishioner who was concerned that her son had had
a spa with Brandenberg and she felt uncomfortable about this. The Archbishop advised me
that the woman did not believe there was any untoward occurrence or any inappropriate
behaviour from Brandenberg. In fact. according to the Archbishop, Brandenberg was being
helpful to the family who had recently lost their father.
I was asked by the Archbishop to speak with Brandenberg about this occurrence and to
advise him of the unsuitability of the action. I was uncomfortable with doing this as this
activity occurred in his private life, was outside of a work context and should more
appropriately have been dealt with by the parish priest. I understood Brandenberg to be the
youth leader in that parish. I expressed such to the Archbishop. However he asked me to
have the talk as Brandenberg was an employee of Anglicare and people would not draw any
distinctions. As I am accountable to the Archbishop, I undertook to do as directed.
I spoke with Brandenberg in the company of Peter Bleby who was Brandenberg's direct
manager at that time. I asked Brandenberg if the event happened. He agreed it had and
confirmed that he was naked in the spa. I put it to him in no uncertain terms that this was an
error of judgement on his part and he put himself and the Church in jeopardy through such
behaviour. I indicated to him that if there had been an allegation of him touching the boy we
would have had to report it and do a more formal investigation. On the basis of the advice I
had recervej from the Archbishop and on the material Ihat Brandenberg presented to me. I
was confident ncth!ng more had occurred other than Brandenberg having a spa with the
ycung man.
As the matter was not an employment iss...:e. I could net crea.te 3 file rote on his personnel
file, as it was not a :lisciplinary. Hov.sver 1wanted to maintain a reccrd of the incident in
c.:~e furth~r allegations WPr=J mada. I :-ad no belief this would b~ the case: it is just ccmmon
practice t.) record complaints of inappropr:ate behaviour.
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I thought the simplest matter of dealing with it was for Peter Bleby to write me a memo
record1ng the outcome of the discussion which I could then just keep a copy of in my work
w1th supervising Peter.

I then rang the Archbishop and advised him that we had spoken with Brandenberg, we had
made it clear to h1m that h1s behaviour was inappropriate and had sought assurances that it
would not happen again

I again asked 1f there had been any allegations of inappropriate behav1our on Brandenberg's
part apart from this error of judgement and the answer was no. The matter was therefore
concluded.
In terms of a process learning I would suggest that the Parish priest was the more
appropriate person to speak with Brandenberg. He was the person who had first hand
information, having spoken to the complainant and having asked Brandenberg to perform
certain tasks within lhe Parish.
•

Harrowg ate
Safety Issues

I have appended a report from Robert Stocks and Geoff Blackwood into an Investigation of
poor safety procedure at Harrowgate. You w111 note the date of the report is 5 June 1997
which appears Inconsistent with the timeline that they have presented to the mquiry.
You Will note there IS no recommendation in the report or comment about paedophlle activity
by Brandenberg .
There is only material relating to poor safety practice.
Also appended is a memo from myself to Peter Bleby dated 5 June 1997 disciplining him for
poor management practice and a copy of his memo to Brandenberg dated 10 June 1997.

•

Also appended is a memo dated 13 June 1997 from myself to Geoff Blackwood and Robert
Stocks, outlining the actions taken subsequent to their investigation. At no time in their
investigation at Harrowgate did they raise issues with me about McGiennan's allegations in
relation to Brandenberg.
T he matenal shows that the matter was dealt with well and promptly once the formal
investigation had concluded. My memo to Blackwood outlines the action taken and refutes
Blackwood's assertions he did not know what had occurred to the report or Bleby as a result
of the report
You will note. too. tl1e comment to Blackwood that the report is s lent on McGiennan. We felt
McGiennan had also taken inappropriate action regarding the management of the campsite
bt t that Brandenberg's inadeqt.Jate management overshadowed McGiennan's actions.
Please note that In this matenal there is no mention of inappropriate behaviour of a sexual
nature by Brandsnburg.
FLrther. a tached is a mem•J dated 25 Ju<ie 1997 from Brandenburg to Bleby outlining f(;e
cutcomes oi the 1nvest gc:tlon. showing Branc'=nbur~ had acc:=pted t 1e consequence and
was moving to a new role.
In terms of process learning I believe this exercise was a thorough and appropriate.
S!atement l>y G~rard M*='nses
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Subseauent Allegations against Brandenburg by McGiennan
McGiennan's a llega tions re Brandenberg came to light later.
In unravelling poor management practice taking place at Harrowgate, we found that
Brandenberg was in partnership with McGiennan in raising Ostriches at Harrowgate . Further
the relationship between these Individuals had changed from friendship to animosity.
McGiennan proceeded p ut in a claim for backpay. He felt he was being paid under an
incorrect award There were confused contractual arrangements between Anglicare and
McGiennan as a result of Brandenberg's poor management.

•

Brandenburg and McGiennan's close working relationship and friendship soured
considerably and McGiennan proceeded to assertively stake his claim on backpay and a
confidential settlement was brokered to resolve the matter. It was in the context of these
negotiations that McGiennon alleged that Brandenberg had been at the campsite on one
occasion with a young man and McGiennan was uncomfortable about that. I am clear that
McGiennan slated he did not witness any inappropriate activity; he was just uncomfortable.
There is some confusion in my mind as to whether there was single or multiple sightings. I
understand the information came as a result of a conversation between McGiennan and
Hartwig. Hartwig was the new Finandal Controller who had taken over from Grant E mmett. I
think Hartwig was vis1ting the site to see first hand the asset. I think this was in the context of
him taking o ver responsibility from Emmett.
This change of personnel is pertinent to understanding the timelines between the safety
investigation and the later allegations. This time seems confused in the transcript statements
of some individuals the Board of Inquiry has supplied to me.
Hartwig communicated with Blackwood who in turn communicated with myself.

I asked Blackwood to check with McGiennan as to what his allegation actually was.
Blackwood came back to me and indicated that McGiennan had no evidence just a concern
that at least on one occas1on he was aware Brandenberg visited the site with a young man.
Blackwood also a dvised that he had spoken to Brandenberg who had denied any
inappropria te activity. Blackwood requested what should be done.
The alleg ations agains t Brandenberg were made in the context of an a crimonious backpay
claim and were no more than innuendo.
How ever, g1ven the reputational risk I s poke with Michael Mills who was a lawyer at Ward
and Co. I understand Michael Mills is now c urrenlly head of commercial litigation for the
Crown Solicitor Michael Mills had been assisting the church deal with another matter and I
also understood he had assiste d the Catholic Church in similar allegations I indicated to
him thc.t I had spo~ en to Brandenberg o'l one previous occasion in relation to the spa and
now I had this allegat'on. Bull had no evidence or substance to allegatiOns of inappropriate
cctivi y I had had lhe mat.er investigated but had been advised that there was no evid ence
apart frcrn McG'c:nna1s discomfort. I wanted to ensure that we dealt with tile matter as
lhcroughiy and professionally as possible.

Statement by Gerard Menses
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Mills advised that the most appropriate course of act1on now was to confront Brandenberg
with the allegation. Mills advised that I was obliged to indicate to Brandenberg that there
was no substance to the allegation, further that I was obliged to tell him who was making the
allegallon I was to seek and ascertain his response and then make a determination if
further Investigation was warranted on the basis of that.
I then rnet w1th Brandenberg with Blackwood and put to him the allegations I recorded the
meeting to ensure that appropriate records were kept. You have a transcript of that meeting
dated 5 December 1997.
Brandenberg den1ed the allegations. On the basis of his body language, the fact he looked
me in the eye and the manner in which he responded to the statements put, I was
comfortable that h1s story was correct and that McGiennan's discomfort was without
substance
After the tran::;cript was typed up, I again consulted with Mills.
•

I indicated to Mills that I was comfortable wilh Brandenberg statements, and there did not
appear to be any basis to conclude inappropriate activity. I had reflected on the matter but I
had no evidence to take any further action.
Mills adv1sed that there was no basis to take further action. Mills advised on some wording in
terms of communicating back to Brandenberg (these are noted on another copy of the
transcnpt attached to the back of the signed transcnpt.) Mills also advised me that I needed
to clanfy why the interview had taken place to create a context for the transcript.
I subsequently had a further meeting with Branoenberg. I cannot remember if Blackwood
was present at that meeting. I assume he would have been as he participated in the first
one.

I indicated to Brandenberg that I was satisfied with his explanation and would not be taking
the matter further. We needed to clarify a few points and this discussion is recorded the
additional signed transcript appended.
Please note that it is clear from that additional transcript that the allegations arose in the
context of the termination proceedings around McGiennan, not the safety investigation as
stated by Blackwood.
I suggest the above sequence also serves to refute the timeline suggested to the Inquiry by
Stocks.
There 1s no basis for a suggestion of an inappropriate time delay from June to December.
Anglicare has responded promptly and appropriately to all matters.
Blackwood's Allegations

I ncte in the transcripts Blackwood indicates that Brandenberg had discussions with him in a
threatening matt:r. these ware net reported to myself at any stage.
At no time dd 81ackwood suggest to me camps were used by groups for sexual activity.
Bl2ckwood at no tim') raised concerns 'Nith mare Er.;mdenberg haVIng young ~c:les tn h1s
pr2sc:nce. In fact, I cannot recall a single occasion where I saw Brandenberg 11v1 h a young
male in his cff:ce or he office precinct.

a
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Tasm ania
Just before Brandenberg left Anghcare to retire. I recerved a phone call from the Bishop of
Tasmania who told me that Brandenberg's name was rn a Burnie newspaper and there were
allegations of hrm being tnvolved in paedophile activity l asked for a copy of the news
clipping to be faxed to me I immediately confronted Brandenberg with this. He again
denied any wro11gaoing. l advised him that I believed this to be a serious matter. He would
be the subject of a pollee investigation.
This occurred only a few weeks before Brandenberg's departure from Anglicare.
Brandenberg's Respo nsibilities at Anglicare
wish to emphasrse that throughout his period of employment with Anglicare, whilst 1 was
CEO, Brandenberg was not in a position that allowed him access to young people. He was
either managing the campsites in terms of booking and maintenance or working in a parish
liaison capacity. He did not participate in other activities within Anglicare or any of our direct
care services. He did not to my knowledge sleep over at campsites. This is not to suggest
Anglicare deliberately created such a situation because of concerns re Brandenberg.
I

•

Stocks' claim

I find Stocks' suggestron that I knew of activities of Brandenberg and that I farled to act is
defamatory and without substance. I have been an active campaigner against abuse. I am
known professionally for taking strong stance in this area.

I am very angry lhat my integrity has been impugned in such a manner
When I recerved an allegation re Brandenberg I took appropriate and immediate action
That action has been documented to ensure an openness and professional conduct. I am
dismayed by and reject the allegations Robert Stocks and Geoff Blackwood appear to make
in the transcripts to the Inquiry.

Ger ard Menses
18 March 2004
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